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ABSTRACT
The basic mechanism of elastic follovun is discussed In relation to piping design. It Is shown how
mechanistic insight gained from solution! for a cuebar problem can be used to identify dominant design
parameters and to determine appropriate codifications
uhere elastic followup is a potential problem. It is
generally recognized that quantitative criteria are
needed for elastic followup in the creep range where
badly unbalanced line* can pose potential problems.
Approaches for criteria development are discussed.

The objectives of this paper are: (1) to Illustrate the basic characteristics of clastic followup
through discussion of simple examples, (2) to propose
specific relationships to quantify elastic followup,
and (3) to provide design guidance through application of the basic principles to design problems. For
clarity of description, this paper will concentrate
on plasticity response under elastic follovup conditions; creep response to elastic followup under noncyclic loadings cen bt evaluated In an analogous manner using Isochronous stress-strain curves.
BASIC PHENOMENON IN A NONHARDENING MATERIAL

INTRODUCTION
In a 1955 paper, (1) E. I. Robinson addressed
t.'e probler. of potential large creep strain concentrations In steam piping at regions of maxiauo stress
and coined the phrase, "elastic fcllowup." Since
chat tine, the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
has repeatedly cautioned the piping designer about
potential strain concentration due to elastic followup. The elevated-temperature Code Case (2) is
acre specific in stating tnat, "Included in this category . . ." (Load-Concr?iled Quantities) are ". . .
secondary stresses with .1 large amount of elastic
followup . . ." i-3213(aj Terms Relating to Analysis).
However, a specific definition of elastic followup is not provided nor are the critical parameters
identified. The design guidance in the Code tends to
be inadequate and, in some instances, is misleading.
The Code alternative of reclassifying alacst all secondary stresses as primary stresses virtually eliminates elastic analysis as a means for qualifying
elevated-temperature piping. In the absence of a
specific definition of elastic followup or of an
acceptance criterion, the piling designer is left
with the options either of performing expensive and
tiae-consuir.lng inelastic analysis or of justifying
his secondary stresses as producing no significant
elastic followup.
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The characteristics of elastic followup are easiest to understand by considering the two-bar problem
shown In Figure 1. This example illustrates cbc
basic approach for series-loaded conditions In the
load-deformation regime. The load-deformation curves
for the two regions of the two-bar problem are easily
determined from elementary principles:
k - tensile stiffness • AE/1

(1)

where
A • cross-sectional area
E - modulus of elasticity
1 • length •
For the example considered. Region 1 has an area
half that of Region 2. However, Region 1 is four
times xs stiff since its length is one-eighth that of
Region 2. For simplification, a nonhardening
iclastic-perfectly plastic) material is assuoed in
this example. For the nonhardening material assumption, All deformation subsequent tc yielding is concentrated In the region which is first to yield
(Region 1 in this case).
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For a series-loaded system, the load-deformation
curve for the syitem is determined by aumalng the
deformations of the component retions. The system
and component Inelastic response to a deformationcontrolled load li then determined by Che total
applied system deformation («x) at denoted by the
arrowc In Figure 1. The correiponding elattically
calculated responses are denoted by daahed lines.
The system yield d e f o r m * d o n ( e y ) la noted In Figure 1. Elastic followup la apparent In Region 1 by
the inelastlcally calculated concentration of deformation at C compared to the elastically calculated
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inelastic and can range from zero to a value which
approaches one for large Inelastic deformation. The
degree of unbalance between region stiffnesses as
represented by Che stiffness ratio (kj/kj) Is obviously the most significant parameter with respect to
the magnitude of elastic followup.
It must be emphasized that the equations in Figure 1 are baaed on Region 1 being the high-stressed
region; thus, large amounts of clastic followup will
occur when the high-stressed region Is the stlffer
ragion, (kj, > k^). Contrary guidance Is found In
Paragraph -3138 of Code Case N-47, and revision of
the code case is under consideration. Although clastic followup will occur when the high-stressed region
is more flexible, the elastic followup will b* much
greater when the high-stressed region is stlffsr.
Since large deformations (or strains) can occur with
little or no elastic followup (as In a conventional
tensile or creep test), the magnitude of deformations
In an inelastic system analysis is not a sufficient
basis to assess the significance (or insignificance)
of elastic followup.
BASIC PHENOMENON IN A BILINEAR
HARDENING MATERIAL

LOAD
The preceding two-bar analysis can be extended *
to include material hardening. A bilinear hardening
assumption will be presented for Its mathematical
simplicity, however, the analysis csn be readily
extended to address multilinear hardening assumptions
if desired.
While there are several loading rcglaes for the
two-bar problem, the case of one region loaded inelastically while the other region remains clastic is
of most Interest.
ELONGATION
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Figure 1. Elastic Followup Response in Two-Bar
Problem for Sonhardening Material
deformation at A (see Figure 1 ) and in Region 2 by
the Ir.elastically calculated deformation reduction of
D from the Plastically calculated deformation at B.
The ratio (F) of the Inelastic deformation to the
elastically calculated deformation can be taken as a
measure of elastic followup. F is equal to one when
there is no elastic followup, as in the fully elastic
range, and Increases with increased concentration of
deformation. Another measure of elastic followup is
the incremental deformation in excess of the elastically calculated value ($) which is zero when there la
no elastic follovup.
Consideration cf the two-bar model reveals sooe
very significant aspects of elastic followup. First,
it is essential that the system be loaded Inelastically (plasticity or creep) for any elastic followup
to occur. The nonhardening material assumption
accentuates the second essential characteristic,
unequal stress distribution between regions of the
system. Without hardening, the region which is first
to yield will absorb all subsequent deformation; even
though balancing the stiffness between regions will
ter.d to minimize elastic followup, it cannot eliminate elastic followup in a structure having a nonuniform stress distribution. The parenthetical quantity
in the F and $ equations (see Figure 1) represents
the fraction of the total system deformation that is

The inelastic/elastic loading regime for the
two-bnr problem with hardening is diagrammed in Figure Z. The corresponding equation for i> is clso
shown in that figure. The equation for ^ v i t h hardening is seen to include the additional parameter
(E p i /Ei) which Is the ratio of the plastic modulus
to the elastic nodulus; Epi/Ei • 0 corresponds to
nonhardening material and E p l / E i • 1 corresponds to
the elastic solution.
The sensitivity *f clastic followup to the various parameters becomes more apparent when 4> is plotted as a function of e T / e y and k.i/k-2 for specific
values of E p j/Ei as in Figure 3. The effect of the
system deformation ratio ( e T / e T ) , which is the driving force, is to Increase elastic followup rapidly at
first and then to saturate at a ltvtl determined by
the stiffness and modulus ratios. It can be seen
from Figure 3 that the* potential for elastic followup is greatest when the high-stressed region Is
much stlffer than the lower stressed regions (i.e.,
kl/k2 Is large), and the potential for elastic followup is diminished by increasing the flexibility of the
high-stressed region (I.e., reduce ki/k2). It is
apparent that reduced hardening also enhances the
potential for elastic followup.
A study of Figure 3 shows that any system in
which one region exceeds yield will have some degree
of elastic followup. The critical question then is
what degree of elastic followup is acceptable. One
criterion would be to limit the deformation in the
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Figure 2. Elastic Follouup In a Series-loaded, Two-Bar Problem with Hardening
high-stressed region 10 that the aaximum strain would
not exceed some acceptable magnitude. The effect of
limiting Che maxlouB strain to 2Z when the stress in
Che critical region is cuo times the stress in Che
lower stressed region is indicated by the dotted
lines in Figure 3.
It Is apparent that the aaxlxua strain criterion
restricts the total system deformation (e^) to a
smaller eultlple of system yield deforaation (e y )
where Che stiffness r a d o (kj/lw) Is large (i.e.,
when Che high-stressed region Is iciffer than the
remaining system) than when the high-stressed region
is more flexible than the remaining system. There
are cwo important points to be dravn fro* this observation; first, that the guidance provided by the Code
(see Figure 4) is nisleading, and second, that It can
be dangerous to extrapolace conclusions drawn from
the behavior of "relatively well balanced" systeas Co
determine criteria for "badly unbalanced" systems.
Although the relationships developed are
directly applicable only to the two-bar problea, they
show promise for extension co prototyplc piping configuration, and work is continuing toward this goal.
However, the simple two-bar aodel provides considerable insight into the basic phenomena of elastic followup and yields valuable design guidance.
DESIGN GUIDANCE
Consider the nil: exchanger piping configuration
shown in Figure 5 as an exaaple of a design with
enhanced potential for elastic followup. In this
exacple, elastic followup has been aade more severe

by a reduction In pipe size «c the closure welds due
to a requirement for an automatic weld. The thermal
expansion of the heating coll mutt be absorbed by the
coil and Its end connections. Due to the large bend
radius and tonlonal loading of che heating coil, its
stiffness and stress level are low relative to the
cantilever end connection which Is aost highly
stressed at the connection Co the chamber nozzles.
The cantilever is several orders of aagnltude stlffer
than the coil. The stress In the closure weld section is approximately proportional co the inverse of
the dlaaeter squared, and the stiffness Is approximately proportional to the cube of the dlaaeter-tolength ratio. Because of Its short length, this
means the closure weld section Is such more highly
stressed and orders of magnitude stlffer than Che
cantilever.
There are three courses of action open to the
designer: (1) co reduce the applied deformation so
the piping is virtually elastic, (2) co reduce the
stress in the stlffer region below that of Che uore
flexible region, and (3) to reduce the stiffness of
the high-stressed region. One aeans to ainlaize the
applied deforaation is to locate the coil Inlet and
outlet close co one another, however, this could have
a major lapact on either the diaensional envelope or
the heat transfer performance of the coil. The obvious acans to reduce the stress in the stiff closure
veld region is to Increase the diaaeter at the closure weld, however, this has been ruled out by the
automated weld design requirement. Another means of
reducing the stress level in che closure weld region
would be to restrain the rotation of che coil end of
the cantilever. Although the opposing restraint

equal (low capacity, there o n be large Initial
•trains even if there is little elastic follovup.
Where the Intake and discharge line* for the backup
pump are long and relatively flexible, there is
potential for significant elastic followup in the
connection* to the reduced-slie valves.
In this case, the btet solution Is to replace
the reduced-size valves with full-size valves.
Seducing the line size of the Intake and discharge to
the backup pimp has the beneficial effect of Increasing the systea deformation to initial yield. However, since the weld joints at the small ends of the
reducers ere the highest stressed regions, reducing
the Intake end discharge line sizes has the detrimental effect of reducing the stiffness of the lover
stressed region. The overall effect tends to be beneficial but is unlikely to produce a major Improvement. Relocating the valve to the point where the
moment changes sign has the potential for a substantial reduction in the maximum stress, but must consider the possibility of in-sltu repair or removal of
the main pump for maintenance.
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Figure 3. Elastic Followup In Two-Bar Model
for Tvo Levels of Hardening
moment could nearly double the maxlnua stress In the '
cantilever, the moment distribution would reverse
sign In the stiff closure region near the aid-length
of the cantilever. This approach would shilt the
potential elastic follovup froe the closure weld
region to nearly equal levels at both ends of the
cantilever resulting in a substantial net improvement. However, the support required to restrain the
;oll end rotation could be cone complex. The third
course of action of reducing the stiffness of the
high-stressed closure weld region is perhaps easiest
to impieaent by extending the length of the reduced
diameter closure weld region as far as is practical.
Since bending stiffness varies inversely with the
cube of the length for an end load and with the
square of the length for an end aooent, substantial
reductions in stiffness can be obtained. This example shows how the principles of the two-bar problem
can guide the designer towards airmailing the potential for elastic follovup.
As another example, the backup puap connection
for aaintenance as shown in Figure 6 includes two
features which are relatively common in plant
designs; one is the bypass circuit or standby flow
path which is shut off and cold during normal operation, and the second is the reduction and expansion
in line size to accommodate a smaller, cheaper
valve. If the bypass loop is coupled close to the
aain line and the bypass loop has been sized for

As a final example, Figure 7 shows a sketch of
the uppermost portion of a containment spray line. A
typical configuration consists of three to five ring
sections, where line size decreases with Increased
containment elevation. The header tee connections
are usually offset for successive ring sections to
provide flexibility to accoaaodate thereal expansion
in the aeridlonel direction during an accident condition. In addition, the ring sections require numerous seismic supports due to potentially large accelerations at the high containment elevations, and hard
supports are preferred because of access difficulties. The sketch shows a support configuration with
considerable potential for elastic follovup. The
25.4-cm (10-ln.) header, which is long and flexible,
Is restrained at the upper end by supports on the
10.2-cm (4-in.) ring sections close to the reducers.
If the reducers were spread apart to accoaaodate the
initial upper ring restraints on headerslze piping,
the potential for elastic follovup would be alleviated considerably.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The two-bar aodel has been use! to illustrate
the essential characteristics of e'astlc follovup and
to define a quantitative measure f r elastic follovup. The significance of a maximum strain criterion relative to elastic followup has been investigated for a aonotonic deformation loading. Vhile the
two-bar aodel Is a gross simplification of a prototype piping system, the two-bar relationships provide
valuable design guidance concerning how to recognize
and avoid ( improve a design with potential for
excessive elastic follovup. Although this presentation has been limited to plastic response predictions
to elastic follcwup. Isochronous stress-strain curves
can be used in an analogous manner to predict creep
response to elastic follovup under noncyclic loadings.
Generalization of the two-bar relationship for
application to prototypic piping systems requires
consideration of a number of technical questions.
Appropriate interaction relations between in- and
out-of-plane bending and torsional aoments is one of
these questions. While the conservatism of the vector summation of moments has been established for the
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(e) As an alternate to the limit of aubparagraph (k), the total inelastic strains due
to any number of selected operational cycles
may be evaluated separately using an inelastic analysis, lite sum of these straina
ph> the strains due to elaatic follow-up
(evaluated using either method described
above), prat thr strains due to ac must not
exceed 1 percent for parent metal and H percent for weld metal.

Factors applicable to load-controlled
bucklin* shall also be used for straincontrolled buckling.
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figure 5.

Figure 7.

Heat Exchanger Piping

Partial Isometric of Containment
Spray Line

approach to allow it* application to prototyplc piping configurations.
The two-bar model hat been used to derive the
increaental deformation parameter <.<p) aa a quantitative measure of elastic followup. This measure was
used at the batit for recognizing design situations
with the potential for significant elastic followup,
and examples have been provided to show how knowledge
of the underlying parameters can be uted to Identify
appropriate design modifications.
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Bypass Loop for Backup Pump

elastic range, the sensitivity of Inelastic deformation to peak stress levels could distort the combined
effect of in- and out-of-p.'.ane loading. This sane
concern must be resolved for pseudoinelastic aethodt
which use a common value of reduced modulus for inand out-of-plane loading. In addition, internal program limitations on the response of a specific finite
element combined with the modeling of Che structure
by the analyst aay Implicitly restrict or exclude
elastic followup. For example, the response of an
elbow may be distorted if it is restricted to uniform
defoliation between its end nodes. Since the
stresses vary widely within an elbow, inelastic
response calculations may be subject to significant
distortion. Work is continuing towards resolution of
these questions and on the extension of the two-bar
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